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Good stories, the really good ones, those that touch us and stick in our minds and make an 
impression on us, are usually quite simple – so it seems. “Boy meets girl” is one of those 
seemingly simple plots and it is the basis of cinematic work, be it for Alfred Hitchcock or Billy 
Wilder.  In the pop-universe this basis would be “boy meets music” and it has been the 
foundation for many fantastic stories and albums. Especially, when this boy needs music to fill 
this blank space in his live and to find his place in this world. But he can give back as much as 
he takes: passion, commitment, and most of all; talent. 
   
Tom Allan is such a boy. This is his story, at least the beginning of it. The ingredients: 
Rock’n’Roll, obviously. Drugs play a role, but not quite as one might expect. And sex shouldn’t 
be missing either. The story of Tom Allan, whose song “Sensation” made a BBC moderator 
describe him as “the modern day Billy Bragg”, who was obviously so pleased with the 
comparison that the master himself posted the song on his Facebook page, starts off in Bury St 
Edmunds, a small town in the east of England.  Tom grew up as the son of a German mother and 
a British soldier. His fifth birthday present is a drum kit. A couple of years later he takes lessons. 
When Tom comes home from school, he often finds piles of CD’s, cassettes and vinyl records 
from acts like Elvis Costello, The Clash, Sex Pistols, Stereophonics on the dinner table with a 
post-it from his father saying “Listen to this!”. Later on Tom teaches himself to play guitar, bass, 
harmonica and piano. 
 
But maybe the story begins way earlier in a small town in West Germany called Erkelenz, where 
Tom's Dad gets stationed in the 80's and meets his later wife. This small town is where the 
family moves to after his father ends his service for the queen’s army. By that time, Tom is 14 
years old. He isn't athletic, weighs a few pounds too many and his German sounds strange. 
From the beginning on, the shy and introverted boy is the outsider. He hates his new school and 
his snobby classmates that are brought to school in their parents Mercedes and Audis. He isn't 
good at football or any other sport activities; he isn't very articulate; nothing that could make him 
break free from being the outsider and impress the girls. 
  
But then he writes his first song. He is 15 years old at that time. "For the first time", he 
remembers 10 years later, "I had the feeling that I had found something, that I was better at than 
all the others!" This moment changed his life. He begins to play in different bands, loses weight, 
gains confidence, writes more songs, gets better and better, finds friends and even a girlfriend. 
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Then drugs take over his life. No, not in the Pete-Doherty-manner, even though there are many 
similarities between their upbringing and their musical tastes and Tom also made a few 
experiences with substances. But Tom does not dive head first into an addiction, rather the 
opposite - he falls in love with a young woman, whose parents are heroin addicts. They support 
the parents in their daily fight with their addiction and try to provide a more or less stable 
upbringing for the little brother. It is an almost unmanageable task for the two teenagers. In his 
early twenties Tom begins to work in a drug help center and supports junkies in all stadiums of 
misery. He makes extreme experiences that have a lasting effect on him and inspire him to write 
his best songs so far. Listen closely because this boy has some stories to tell!  
 
Tom Allan is now 25 years old and he has shared stages with the Undertones, Glen Matlock (Sex 
Pistols), TV Smith and The Ruts. One of his songs was used for a big TV-advert in Paraguay 
and Tom doesn't know how they got hold of it. He was never paid and it was a coincidence that 
he got to know that his song was played hundreds of times a day in South America. Nowadays, 
Tom is a skinny, good looking and well-dressed young man. His accent reveals his working 
class heritage and not only visually, he would fit in the line-up of British guitar-bands like The 
Libertines or Arctic Monkeys. Maybe it would be easier for him to fight his way into the music 
business if he lived in London, Liverpool or Manchester instead of Essen, a town in North Rhine-
Westphalia, Germany, who knows? 
 
......this is where the story of Tom Allan as a solo artist ends, but it marks the beginning of "Tom 
Allan & The Strangest"! 
 
    It is one of those nights in a pub; Open mic-session, having a few pints and Tom meets Evan 
Beltran who is causing a stir as "The Strangest". Being on the same wavelength doesn't even 
closly describe what happens next because both of them are the perfect match. They share the 
same heroes from the cultural history and they have the same ambitions. The Mexican guitarist 
and the half British / half German songwriter decide to join forces that same night. Suddenly, it 
all falls into place: Tom has the songs, Evan the drive to complete them. Together, they push 
each other to higher levels whilst stumbling from pub to stage and breaking hearts along the 
way. Good songwriting, attitude and rough guitar sounds make their live performance stand out. 
Along with their band they play handmade rock’n’roll, following the path of Oasis, The 
Libertines and The Clash. Together, they have now recorded their debut album at the "Clouds 
Hill Recordings" studio in Hamburg, where also Peter Doherty once recorded. It is going to be 
called "Dear Boy" and it is fantastic!  
 
Are "Tom Allan & The Strangest" the future of Rock'n'Roll? Who knows? And most of all - who 
cares? What is sure is that they, who dream of bringing back honest energy, melodious hook 
lines wrapped up with rough guitar sounds, melancholy and most of all attitude to the pop world, 
are highly talented young musicians and lyricists who can take the best from the recent history 
of music and modernize it and transport it to the present age. Until now, this is the last chapter of 
this romantic story and one hopes it is going to continue forever, as with all good stories. 
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